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211 What if he doesn’t want you anymore? 

LAN Chu’s eyes were clear but dazed. 

She looked up at the man, her teary eyes shining with some anticipation, but when she 
heard the other party’s silence, the only stars in her eyes gradually dimmed ... 

Bai Yuchen’s heart ached at the girl’s words, so much so that even the wound on his 
back was numb. 

The tip of the girl’s nose touched his, and the man leaned back slightly, then turned his 
head. 

“Why aren’t you answering me?” LAN Chu blinked her teary eyes. 

Her soft and boneless hands cupped Bai Yuchen’s face. I just want an answer ... I’m no 
longer qualified?” 

Hearing this, Bai Yuchen closed his eyes. 

How could he not like her? it wasn’t just a little, he loved her to the bone ... 

However, Bai Yuchen held her hand and slowly pulled it away from his face. forget him. 

LAN Chu’s expression was slightly startled, and his eyes turned red. 

Her pink lips moved slightly. forget him ... 

She had indeed tried countless times to forget him, but she was not willing to end it like 
this. It was not because she was clingy to this relationship, but because she wanted a 
reason to break up ... 

He had clearly pampered her to the point where she was unruly. 

Why ... He suddenly said no and just didn’t want it. 

“LAN Chu,” Bai Yuchen suddenly opened his mouth. 

He slowly opened his bloodshot eyes. if he really doesn’t want you anymore, what will 
you do? ” 

LAN Chu felt a sharp pain in his heart. 



She was confused and dazed. She blinked her eyes very slowly, probably really thinking 
about it for a long time. 

The girl lowered her eyes, and her mumbling voice could only be heard when she was 
very close. then ... I’m going to like someone else.” 

A crystal-clear teardrop suddenly fell down. 

LAN Chu raised his hand to wipe his tears and repeated in a very low voice, ” I’m really 
going to like someone else. 

Bai Yuchen felt as if his heart was being squeezed. 

His breathing stagnated slightly. Just a light breath would make his heart hurt, the kind 
of pain that cut through the heart. 

He was the one who personally proposed to break off the engagement with her. 

He was the one who chose to let go first. 

However, after hearing the girl’s words, he couldn’t help but go crazy in the depths of 
his heart. He had already begun to envy the young man she would fall in love with in the 
future ... 

“Who do you like?” Bai Yuchen cupped her face with his large palm. 

His fingers gently rubbed the tears on her cheeks. the young boy who accompanied you 
to seal Palace today? ” 

LAN Chu blinked her eyes and thought for a long time without responding. 

She put her hand on the man’s chest and pushed him away gently. Then she looked 
away and leaned her head against the window. anyway ... It’s just that I’m going to like 
someone else.” 

Bai Yuchen pursed his lips and didn’t say anything. 

He returned to his driver’s seat. When he got up, he vaguely tore the wound on his 
back. He frowned slightly but said nothing and drove to his temporary residence in Ying 
city. 

LAN Chu had already fallen asleep in the car. 

Bai Yuchen gripped the steering wheel tightly. He glanced sideways at the girl who was 
curled up into a ball and subconsciously slowed down the car. 



Until the car stopped in the parking space ... 

Bai Yuchen switched off the engine and removed his seatbelt. He patted the girl’s face 
extremely gently. Chu ‘er, wake up. We’re home. 

“Oh ...” LAN Chu pouted her pink lips and muttered. 

She had drunk a lot of wine, and no matter what kind of wine she drank, she had poured 
it into her stomach. At this moment, her head was splitting, and she was so dizzy that 
she did not have any consciousness. She was tired from crying. 

The girl gently rubbed against the car door she was leaning against. She had no 
intention of waking up and just changed to a more comfortable sleeping position. 

She hugged her arms tightly and curled up at the edge of the door of the passenger 
seat. She looked like she was not sleeping well. Even though she was asleep, she was 
still sniffling and sobbing in her sleep ... 

212 You’re the only one worthy of this bracelet 

Bai Yuchen pursed his lips tightly. 

He sighed deeply, got out of the car, and went to the front passenger seat to open the 
door. He leaned over and put his arms on both sides of her. 

This was the last time, just this last time ... 

Bai Yuchen repeatedly convinced himself. After a long internal struggle, he bent down 
and picked the girl up. He carried her back to the apartment with steady steps and 
placed her on the bed. 

“Uncomfortable ...” LAN Chu frowned. 

She mumbled in a low voice and turned over in discomfort. Her short legs were slightly 
bent, and she curled up into a ball as she lay sideways in the quilt. 

Bai Yuchen covered the girl with the blanket and cupped her face with his large palm, 
gently caressing it with his fingers in a tender and loving manner. 

His gaze lingered on her face for a long time before the man got up and prepared to 
help her cook some soup to sober up. However, he suddenly heard the girl’s soft 
mumbling ... 

brother Rong, don’t go ... 

Bai Yuchen’s footsteps suddenly stopped. 



He slowly turned around and looked at the girl who was sleeping soundly under the 
blanket. His low and soft voice was choked with sobs. I beg you, please don’t leave me 
behind, okay? ” 

LAN Chu’s long eyelashes trembled slightly, and a few drops of tears slowly fell from 
the corner of her eyes and onto the pillow, soaking it wet. 

She sobbed softly. Chu ‘er doesn’t have a home anymore. She doesn’t have her 
parents anymore. She has nothing ... 

“You’re the only one left,” 

Bai Yuchen clenched his fists tightly. When he looked at the girl with his Scarlet eyes, 
he was filled with countless complicated emotions. 

Deep affection, reluctance, reluctance, heartache ... 

However, the girl’s appearance had completely pierced his heart. The slight chill from 
his fingertips had spread to his heart, and it was painful. 

This was ning city. No one would know that he was with LAN Chu tonight. The girl was 
also sleeping soundly and had no idea. Even if he was presumptuous, he would dote on 
her and pamper her for the last time. 

Bai Yuchen struggled for a long time in his heart, but in the end, he followed his true 
thoughts and strode back to the girl’s bed. 

I’m not leaving, brother Rong is not leaving ... 

Bai Yuchen’s voice was slightly hoarse. He held the girl’s small hand with one large 
hand and used the other to push away a few strands of hair on her forehead. 

LAN Chu sniffed the man’s familiar scent and gently nudged him. 

brother Rong, let’s not call off the engagement, okay? ” 

The girl’s voice was soft and coy, as if she was acting coquettishly, and there was a hint 
of alcohol in her breath that made people lose their minds. 

Bai Yuchen’s gaze deepened as he looked at the girl. 

He lowered his head and kissed her fingertips with great restraint. Chu. er, wait for me 
... After I find out the truth of the car accident and clear uncle and aunt of suspicion, I’ll 
definitely marry you.” 

He didn’t believe that the LAN couple had killed his parents. 



He had always felt that there must be a hidden story behind the car accident that killed 
both parents and destroyed two families ... 

However, there was no evidence of the car crash. 

There were only a few clues, but they also pointed to LAN Chu’s father stepping on the 
gas, which led to this terrible consequence. 

LAN Chu’s pink lips slightly curved up. 

She responded softly and gradually fell asleep, but she held the man’s hand tightly. 

Bai Yuchen gazed affectionately at the girl on the bed, his lips curling up slightly. He 
gently removed his hand from the girl’s palm and prepared to make her some hangover 
soup. 

“Pa da-” 

He had just gotten up when he suddenly heard a clear sound. 

The sapphire and diamond bracelet had slipped out of his pocket and was shining on 
the floor. 

Bai Yuchen slowly bent down to pick up the bracelet. He glanced sideways at the 
sleeping girl, but in the end, he personally helped her put it back on. 

“You’re the only one who’s worthy of this bracelet,” 

He looked at the girl affectionately and leaned closer to the girl. His lips stopped a few 
millimeters away from the girl’s pink lips, and he paused for a moment ... 

He lifted his head slightly and kissed the girl’s forehead before leaving the room. 

213 Lan Lan, what do you think I want to do to you? 

LAN Chu woke up with a splitting headache. 

She frowned slightly and raised her hand to gently rub her sore and dizzy head. She 
picked up some consciousness and gradually woke up. 

The girl’s long, curled eyelashes trembled slightly, and she slowly opened her eyes. 

What he saw was a completely unfamiliar environment! 

“Ah!” 



ah! LAN Chu exclaimed and immediately sat up. 

She sneaked a glance at her body, which was wrapped in the quilt, and slowly heaved a 
sigh of relief when she found that her clothes were intact. 

The girl mumbled softly, ” where is this? ” 

She lifted the quilt and got out of bed barefooted. She looked at the unfamiliar 
environment and decorations. She saw the breakfast that suited her taste on the side of 
the bed, and then she saw some blood on the bedding from the corner of her eye. 

LAN Chu’s brows furrowed slightly. She held her cheeks with her hands and pouted her 
lips with a little force. She shook her head hard. why can’t I remember anything? ” 

Her mind was blank, and she was in a daze ... 

She went to get the milk and wanted to eat breakfast first, but just as she reached out, 
she suddenly saw the sapphire and diamond bracelet she had returned on her wrist. 

Bai Yuchen’s figure instantly flashed through her mind! 

The moment he was hit by the wine bottle, some scenes flashed by quickly and made 
her remember some things. 

This was probably where Bai Yuchen lived ... 

With this thought in mind, LAN Chu’s breathing became a little chaotic. 

She immediately took off her Sapphire Diamond bracelet and placed it beside the 
breakfast. Then, she fled the apartment. 

She couldn’t find her shoes, so she put on a pair of slippers and went out, not wanting 
to stay any longer. 

It was an accident last night, and it won’t happen again. 

.. 

Clear water Pavilion. 

Bo chucheng informed the Jiang family to come and take Jiang Zhi away and ordered 
Wen mo to stay in seal Palace to handle the rest of the matters. Then, he left with the 
girl in his arms and sped home ... 

“Take off your clothes.” His tone was overbearing. 



Shi qinglan’s eyes flickered. She had just entered the house and changed into her 
slippers at the entrance. Upon hearing this, she looked up in confusion. ah? ” 

Seeing that the girl had yet to react, Bo Li Cheng reached out to take off her clothes. Shi 
qinglan immediately crossed her arms in front of her chest to protect herself, retreating 
in small, panicked steps. 

you just asked for it a few days ago. Why are you ... The girl kept quiet and was too 
embarrassed to continue. 

Upon hearing this, Bo Li Cheng’s hand suddenly stopped. 

His eyes narrowed slightly, and a smile flashed in his eyes. His red lips slowly curved up 
into a playful smile as he approached the vigilant girl. 

Shi qinglan slowly backed away until her back was against the door. 

Bo Li Cheng then held the door with one arm, while his other hand lightly clasped the 
girl’s slender waist. 

“You ... What are you doing ...” The girl pursed her red lips. 

The man lowered his head and looked at the shy girl with a deep gaze. His deep and 
hoarse voice contained a smile. Lan Lan, what did you think I was going to do to you? ” 

Shi qinglan held her breath and did not reply. 

The man’s cold fragrance and the faint smell of alcohol lingered in her nose, gradually 
making her a little confused. 

Bo Yicheng suddenly reached out. 

“Don’t.” ah! Shi qinglan gasped softly. She dodged to the side, thinking that it might be 
inconvenient for her to do so with the injury on her shoulder. Just as she was about to 
reject the man ... 

However, Bo Yucheng directly grabbed her left sleeve and pulled it down gently. Her 
clothes slowly slid down from her left shoulder, revealing the gauze that had some blood 
stains on it. The man’s eyes were slightly cold. 

His fingers gently rubbed the skin beside the gauze. 

“You ...” Shi qinglan was also stunned. She looked up at the man and asked, “you just 
wanted to see my injury?” 

Bo Li Cheng’s low and hoarse voice echoed in her ears. 



There was a hint of ridicule in his voice. otherwise, what would Lan Lan think I was 
trying to do, huh? ” 

214 Silly girl, how could I bear to bully you? 

Shi qinglan’s face instantly turned red. 

She lowered her eyes and bit her lip in embarrassment. Thinking of the vicious words 
she had just said, she wanted to dig a hole and hide in it ... 

“Silly girl.” Bo Yucheng chuckled softly and hoarsely. 

He lowered his gaze to look at the girl whose face was red. His voice was filled with 
helplessness. you’re still injured. How could I bear to bully you? ” 

Shi qinglan was speechless. 

Her fair and tender earlobes were tinged with a little pink. She stomped on Bo 
Yucheng’s foot in anger. then I’ll bully you, okay?! 

She picked up the clothes on her shoulders, pushed the man away, and ran upstairs 
with small steps, her head very low. 

Bo Zhicheng looked up at the girl’s back as she fled, his dark eyes filled with 
helplessness, making him curl his lips slightly. 

“You’re bullying me ...” The man’s voice dragged on, followed by a low and magnetic 
laugh. 

.. 

Shi qinglan walked into the bathroom with the first aid kit. 

She took off the clothes on her left shoulder, revealing a large area of her fair and 
smooth skin. She looked up at the wound through the mirror and was about to remove 
the gauze and apply the medicine again when her hand was held. 

Bo Yucheng wrapped one arm around the girl’s waist and held her small hand with his 
other large hand. He said in a deep voice, ” I’ll do it. 

“Yes.” Shi qinglan pursed her red lips and responded softly. 

Back in the bedroom, the girl sat on the bed obediently, which was a rare sight. Bo 
Yucheng’s slender and fair fingers held the tweezer, and he used a medical cotton ball 
to gently wipe the slightly bleeding wound ... 



Shi qinglan looked up at the man who was seriously changing her dressing, and her red 
lips curved up a little. 

Bo Li Cheng’s side profile was extremely handsome, the outline of his face was 
exquisite and a little cold. At this moment, his brows were slightly furrowed, and his 
black eyes were filled with heartache. 

“Remember to tell me if it hurts.” His voice was extremely soft. 

The man’s lips were slightly pursed, and his eyes were focused on the girl’s wound. It 
really proved the saying that men were the most handsome when they were serious. 

“In the future, if you encounter such a thing again, don’t try to show off.” 

The man’s voice was slightly deep. After he put away the first aid kit, his fingers gently 
pinched the girl’s chin and lifted it slightly. Then, he leaned closer, and his thin lips 
slowly spat out a few words, ” you have me. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curled up slightly. 

Although she didn’t think she was overdoing it, after all, young master Qin and the 
others didn’t get any advantage from her. 

However, she still felt a little sweetness in her heart. She couldn’t help but smile. I know, 
I know. But this level really can’t hurt me. 

“What kind of rank can hurt you?” Bo Yucheng lowered his head and couldn’t help but 
kiss her between her brows. 

Shi qinglan thought for a moment. the boss of continent S? However, I haven’t fought 
with him yet, so I really want to give it a try ...” 

Upon hearing this, Bo Yucheng’s body suddenly stiffened for a moment, and he even 
stopped kissing the girl’s brows. 

After a long time, he chuckled and said, ” continent S ... 

Then the girl would probably never have any opponents in her life. 

“Take a shower?” He let go of the girl’s jaw. 

Shi qinglan lifted her clothes and picked them up. She could smell the alcohol on both of 
them. yeah. 

She immediately got up, but just as she walked to the bathroom door, the man’s tall 
figure blocked her way. 



However. Bo Yucheng’s long arm was around the girl’s waist, and he suddenly pulled 
her into his arms. Lan Lan, the doctor has reminded us before that you need to pay 
extra attention to your wounds when you shower ... 

“I know, I’ll be careful.” The girl nodded. 

As she spoke, she wanted to reach out and push the man away, but she did not expect 
Bo Yucheng to push her against the bathroom door in an overbearing and ambiguous 
position. 

The man’s Red lips curved up slightly. do you need me to help you wash up? ” 

Shi qinglan instantly understood what the man meant. Her clear eyes opened slightly, 
and she glared at him with embarrassment and anger. 

Then, he rejected without hesitation, ” no need! 

However, Bo Yucheng kabedonned the girl on the bathroom tile. He lowered his head 
slightly, the tip of his nose gently touching the girl’s, and from time to time, he would rub 
it very gently. 

The man’s eyes were deep, and there were traces of affection in his dark eyes. 

He lowered his voice to a very low volume, which sounded deep and magnetic, as if he 
was bewitching her. I’ll help you wash, okay? ” 

215 It does look like the necklace she lost! 

The bathroom was filled with mist. 

The ceramic tile wall was stained with crystal clear water mist, accompanied by a faint 
fragrance of cherry blossom shower gel. The pink petals gently floated on the water in 
the bathtub, soaking the delicate snow-like skin ... 

Bo Yucheng wrapped a bath towel around the girl. 

He pursed his thin lips into a line and his Adam’s apple bobbed. His voice sounded a 
little tight. wipe the water yourself, huh? ” 

Shi qinglan’s wet black hair fell on her right shoulder. She lowered her head, her 
porcelain-like face blushing from shyness. yes, ” she replied softly. 

After getting permission, the man almost ran away. 

Bo Yucheng strode out of the bathroom and stood by the floor-to-ceiling bed in the 
bedroom to enjoy the cold wind. Only then did the heat in his heart slowly subside. 



He was the one who wanted to flirt with her, and he was the one who surrendered in the 
end ... 

Shi qinglan wiped the water off her body and walked out of the bathroom wrapped in a 
bath towel, revealing her sexy collarbones and long legs. She stepped on the carpet 
barefooted, with droplets of water still dripping down. 

“I’m done,” Her delicate voice reminded the man. 

Bo ye Cheng closed the window and turned to look at the girl wrapped in a bath towel. 
His heart trembled again, his throat tightened and his mouth was dry. 

“Little Vixen.” He said in a low voice. 

Then, he closed his eyes, adjusted his emotions, and strode into the bathroom to take a 
cold shower. 

But the bathroom was still filled with the girl’s cherry blossom fragrance. 

Shi qinglan changed into her pajamas and got into bed. Her face was pink and radiant, 
probably because she had just taken a bath. 

She lowered her eyes and fiddled with her mobile phone. She wanted to log into the 
intelligence network of the pure world Pavilion to see if there was anything going on 
recently, but Nan xiyue’s phone suddenly rang. 

Shi qinglan raised her brows. I don’t have any new songs recently. I’m not interested in 
any variety shows or concerts. Do you have anything else to do? ” 

Nan zhiyue was speechless. 

The smile on her lips froze for a moment, and the curve on her red lips slowly 
disappeared. great aunt, you’re quite skilled at denying it three times. Can’t I look for 
you for something else? ” 

As she spoke, she put down the wine glass in her hand, said hello to the person beside 
her, and stood up lazily. She temporarily found a relatively quiet place outside the bar to 
talk on the phone. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curled up slightly. the probability is not high. 

Nan zhiyue raised her hand helplessly and touched the tip of her eyebrows. 

After a moment of silence, she opened her mouth and said in a serious tone, ” there’s 
news about the necklace you’ve been looking for. 



Upon hearing this, Shi qinglan’s eyes were filled with emotions. 

Recalling the fake necklace that had suddenly appeared on the day of the college 
entrance examination, her eyes turned cold. where is the necklace? ” 

As a top manager, Nan jiyue had been in the entertainment industry all year round. In 
addition, she had the intelligence network of the pure world Pavilion, so her sources of 
information were often wide and fast. She could also be considered a well-informed 
person in the organization. 

She said, ” there’s news from A country’s Royal auction house that a pink tafey stone 
necklace will be auctioned in July. I’ve found a photo through the intelligence network 
and sent it to you. 

Shi qinglan immediately took the phone away from her ear. 

She lowered her eyes and logged into her intelligence network account. As expected, 
she received a private message from Y. Although the photo’s resolution was very blurry, 
she could vaguely distinguish that it did look like the necklace she had lost! 

Shi qinglan asked, ” where will the July auction be held? ” 

Nan zhiyue’s Red lips curled up slightly. the capital. 

China’s status was extremely high on the global scale, and its influence was extremely 
great. It was not surprising that country A’s Royal auction house would choose the 
imperial capital. 

However, Shi qinglan’s eyes were still filled with wariness. She felt that everything was 
too coincidental. First, the fake necklace had appeared to lure her, and then the auction 
... 

216 Let’s get married after we get to the capital, okay? 

Shi qinglan pursed her red lips. 

After much consideration, she decided not to miss this opportunity, so she opened her 
mouth and said, ” I’ll go to the capital in a few days. 

Nan zhiyue’s Red lips curled up and she smiled. 

She looked up at the crescent moon hanging in the night sky, and her smile became 
more charming and flamboyant. my dear, the market value of that necklace is over a 
hundred million ... Do you still have enough money?” 

Hearing this, Shi qinglan’s eyebrows raised slightly. 



Although it was easy for her to make money, she had invested in several companies 
over the years and bought a lot of real estate in various countries around the world. She 
was afraid that the cash she could take out at the moment was not much ... 

Nan zhiyue seemed to have guessed this long ago. 

She smiled sweetly. I’ll consider it. Let’s start the business? ” 

Shi qinglan was speechless. 

She knew that Nan zhiyue must have her own plans for helping her find the clues of the 
necklace so enthusiastically. 

The girl’s Red lips curled up slightly. actually, I can also take any order from the jingshi 
Pavilion or receive difficult diseases from the Medical Research Institute. The money 
should be ... 

“Don’t do that, ancestor.” Nan zhiyue pouted her red lips. 

She had been waiting for Qing Yue’s opening day for so long that grass was about to 
grow on her head. Besides her, her fans around the world had also been waiting for her 
to open. 

Nan zhiyue’s Red lips twitched. if you don’t open for business, I’m afraid xingtian 
entertainment will really have to change managers. The director is coveting you and 
wants to poach you into his hands every day. 

“It’s fine to replace me, but ...” 

I’m afraid that the Managing Director won’t help you keep this a secret. When your looks 
are exposed, the whole world will know that Shi qinglan is qingyue. I won’t be able to 
stop that ~” 

and your little secret. What if I, your former manager, leak it out one day in revenge ... 

When Nan zhiyue threatened her, her little expression was smug. 

Shi qinglan could not help but chuckle. She could hear the humbleness and 
helplessness in her best friend’s voice. you can arrange it. 

“Good, good, good.” Nan xiyue hurriedly nodded. 

Recently, she had received a lot of offers and even a collaboration with the Huaxia 
movie King, Shi qingan. As Shi qingan’s number one fan, how could she bear to give up 
the opportunity to work with her brother ... 



Now, he could finally use his position to chase after stars! 

.. 

Bo Yucheng left the bathroom after taking a cold shower. 

The man’s thin waist was wrapped in a bath towel, revealing just the right abdominal 
muscles. The lines were clear but not exaggerated, and there were a few drops of water 
on his white skin ... 

“Who were you on the phone with?” His deep voice rang out. 

After wiping the water droplets from his hair with one hand, Bo Yucheng casually placed 
the towel to the side and burrowed into the blanket. However, considering the cold air 
around him, he did not stick to the girl. 

Shi qinglan’s eyes drooped slightly, as if she was thinking about something. there’s 
news about that necklace. It’s going to be auctioned in the capital next month at the 
Royal auction house of A land. I’m thinking of going to the capital in the next few days. 

Upon hearing this, Bo Li Cheng’s eyebrows raised slightly. 

When his body was almost warm, he reached out and pulled the girl into his arms. His 
large palm gently stroked her waist, and his body was tightly pressed against hers. you 
want to go to the capital? ” 

“I’m going to the capital sooner or later.” Shi qinglan replied softly. 

In addition to the Shi financial magnate’s roots in the capital, she also had a few other 
properties in the capital and not Ying city. 

Bo Yicheng’s Red lips curled up slightly, his large palm sliding down the girl’s waist 
restlessly. how did you feel about your college entrance examination? ” 

“It’s alright.” Shi qinglan’s Red lips smiled. 

Bo Yucheng turned his head slightly. I’ll accompany you to the capital. 

He pressed his thin lips against the girl’s ear and rubbed them together. The hot air that 
came out when his lips moved made Shi qinglan’s delicate body completely exposed, 
and an electric current flowed through her ear and into her whole body. 

The man’s sexy voice was extremely tormenting. let’s get married after we go to the 
capital, okay? ” 

217 Your sister is the heir of the Medical Research Institute 



Shi qinglan’s eyes widened. 

She turned her head in surprise. As the two of them were very close, her soft red lips 
inadvertently brushed against the man’s lips. 

The girl’s eyes froze for a moment and she held her breath. Before she could react, Bo 
Yucheng suddenly pinched her chin and lifted it slightly, then lowered his head to kiss 
the girl’s lips. 

“..” 

It was only when the temperature between them gradually rose and they were in a daze 
that Bo Li Cheng reluctantly let go of the girl. 

He gently placed his large palm on her left shoulder, afraid that he would touch her 
wound if he moved too violently. No matter how much desire he had, he did not dare to. 
He only looked at the girl with a burning gaze. 

Shi qinglan lowered her eyes. you ... You’re proposing?” 

“No, I didn’t,” Bo Yicheng’s lips parted slightly as he chuckled. I’m just letting you be 
mentally prepared. 

How could his formal proposal be settled so easily? 

Shi qinglan bit her red lips and pushed the man away. She could not be bothered with 
him anymore and slid under the blanket. 

She wanted to turn over and sleep with her back facing him, but she slept on the left 
side and her left shoulder was injured. In the end, she could only face the man’s right 
side and pursed her lips slightly, seemingly reluctant. 

“Go to sleep.” Bo Li Cheng lowered his head and kissed her ear. 

He put his arm around the girl’s waist and gently held her in his arms. His hot body 
made her feel very safe. 

.. 

At jinxin villa. 

Shi qingan was sitting cross-legged on the sofa, hugging a soft pillow in his arms. He 
was fidgeting with his mobile phone. 

Probably because the negotiation was fruitless, he threw his phone aside in despair and 
looked up at the ceiling with empty eyes. 



Vogue has invited me to shoot the cover. Why must I take a couple photo with qingyue? 
” 

“Could it be that my own unparalleled beauty is not fragrant enough?” 

qingyue doesn’t even show her face. She’s just wearing a mask and making herself look 
so mysterious. What are you thinking of entering the fashion industry! 

Shi qingxuan cast a sidelong glance at him coldly. did she offend you? ” 

Although he did not usually pay attention to the entertainment industry, he had heard 
qingyue’s songs by chance and felt that they were indeed good. He had even specially 
asked his assistant to snatch a copy of her latest album for her. 

Shi qingan pursed her lips. you didn’t provoke me, but ... I think she’s definitely not as 
beautiful as I am, so she’s wearing a mask to prevent her fans from going crazy!” 

Shi qingxuan’s brows raised slightly in disagreement. 

He took a sip of his wolfberry tea and said, “qingyue’s just a singer. She doesn’t need to 
be pretty. She’s different from you, who can’t act and can only rely on your looks. 

Shi qingan was speechless. 

He straightened his back and looked at Shi Qingyun in shock. I’m your brother. Who is 
qingyue to you? ” 

How could he side with an outsider like this! 

Shi qingxuan opened his mouth indifferently. I’ll only tell you the truth if you’re my 
biological son. 

Shi Qing ‘an sneered. He didn’t expect his brother to be the only one who despised him 
even though he was the best Actor in China. 

“Speaking of which, I wonder how Xiao LAN ‘er did ...” 

He pursed his lips. what if she ends up in the bottom of the class like me? Are you sure 
you’ll tell her the truth?” 

Hearing this, Shi qingxiao’s hand that was holding the thermos cup paused. 

He looked at Shi Qing ‘an from the corner of his eyes. He had wanted to tell him the 
truth several times, but he was afraid that it would hurt him badly. However, after 
thinking about it, he felt that it did not matter even if he was scared to death ... 



Hence, Shi qingxiao looked at him with a serious gaze. 

LAN ‘er has always scored full marks in all subjects at Zuo City High School. 

His cold lips parted slightly, and he added after a moment, ” she also inherited her 
father’s medical talent and is now the heir of the Medical Research Institute. She was 
the one who performed grandfather’s surgery. 

Shi qingan was speechless. 

218 Dad, we have found Xiao LAN ‘er! 

Shi qingan felt even more dejected. 

He continued to lay on the sofa like a salted fish. Suddenly, he felt that it was better to 
rely on his face to make a living. At least he was richer than his sister. 

Speaking of which, Xiao LAN ‘er still didn’t accept the black card from the last time ... 

“The world is not worth it.” He continued to look up at the ceiling. 

Shi qingxuan couldn’t be bothered with him. At that moment, his phone vibrated. He 
took it out and glanced at the message. 

But when he saw this extremely useful information ... 

His eyes suddenly stopped, and a touch of emotion flashed across his black eyes. He 
then turned to look at Shi qingan. we have found the whereabouts of LAN ‘er’s tafey 
stone necklace. 

It was still the news from the Royal auction house of A land. 

Shi qingan immediately jumped off the sofa. The two brothers decided to return to the 
capital as soon as possible and snatch the necklace no matter what. 

should we take Xiao LAN ‘er with us to the capital? I’m thinking that dad and mom are 
about to change the map. After leaving the deep mountains and forests of Africa, they 
should contact us when they have a signal, right? ” 

Shi Qing ‘an rubbed his chin and smiled. if they knew that my sister had been found, 
they would be so happy. 

Back then, Shi qinglan’s disappearance had undoubtedly been a huge blow to Shi 
honghu and Jiang yunzhe. 



Jiang yunhua was once an extremely popular International Movie Queen. Even when 
she married Shi hongxi, she chose to keep their marriage a secret. She did not 
announce her marriage to become the wife of a wealthy family. Instead, she continued 
to make her way into the entertainment industry ... 

When Shi qinglan went missing, she announced her withdrawal from the entertainment 
industry without hesitation. Then, she searched the whole world for her whereabouts. 

When Shi Fu said that the couple was going to Africa for a vacation, he was just teasing 
them. 

In fact, over the years, as long as they had any clues, as long as they heard that there 
was someone who looked like their daughter, they would fly there without hesitation. 
They would not even let go of Africa. 

However, there was no signal in the tropical jungle ... 

Jiang yunzhe would not give up until he had searched the entire place, and Shi honghu 
would not give up either. The two of them had not returned to the signal area, so they 
did not know that Shi qinglan had been found. 

In fact, they had also looked for him in Ying city ... 

However, the Zuo city welfare Institute was a hell of child abuse. They had never given 
her any proper registration. There was no such person in the register. No matter how 
powerful she was, she could only find traces of him. 

Thus, he naturally didn’t find any clues in Ying city. 

“Yes.” Shi qingxiao responded in a deep voice. 

His eyes darkened. Thinking that Shi qinglan would be officially acknowledged soon, the 
corners of his lips curled up slightly. 

Just then, his phone suddenly vibrated again. 

Shi qingxiao lowered her eyes and swiped the screen open. When she saw the caller 
ID, her eyes paused for a moment. Shi qingan also leaned over curiously. 

“Dad, dad! It’s a call from dad!” He snatched the phone from Shi qingxuan’s hands and 
put the call on speaker. 

Shi hongxi had just left the tropical rainforest with his wife ... 

He lowered his head and wiped the sweat from Jiang Yunxi’s forehead while holding the 
phone in his other hand. ah Luo, there’s no news of your sister in Africa, but I heard that 



there was a Chinese girl from the primitive tribe next door who was also sold here when 
she was three years old ... 

“I’m going with your mother again. How’s your grandfather? Is everything alright at 
home?” 

Shi qingan’s handsome face was just short of the word “excited.” 

He almost took off on the spot. In a loud and clear voice, he said, ” dad, dad, we’ve 
found Xiao LAN ‘er! 

Hearing this, Shi hongxi’s hand that was wiping his wife’s sweat suddenly stopped. 

Jiang yunzhe’s eyes also slightly focused as he looked up at the man, and there was a 
little hope in his charming eyes. 

Shi honghou recovered from his shock. what did you say? ” 

219 Is LAN ‘er still willing to acknowledge us? 

Shi Qing ‘an explained it with great emotion. 

His eyes were shining with excitement, and he inadvertently revealed the joy of finding 
his sister and the love he had for her. 

“You really found it?” Shi honghou’s voice trembled slightly. 

He clutched his phone tightly. The good news had come so suddenly that he couldn’t 
even react. 

Shi qingqiao snatched the phone back and said, ” father, it’s me. LAN ‘er has already 
done a DNA test with grandfather. We’re preparing to bring her back to the capital soon. 

Upon hearing this, Jiang yunzhe’s tears instantly fell. 

She closed her eyes and held back her tears. She raised her hand to cover her lips, 
unable to control her emotions. Shi honghu immediately pulled her into his arms and 
gently stroked his wife’s back to comfort her. 

“It’s good that you found it ... It’s good that you’ve found it. ” Shi honghou took a long 
time to calm down and replied in a deep voice. 

He asked Shi Qingyun a few simple questions and gave him some instructions before 
hanging up. 



Jiang Yunxi immediately raised her eyes. Her tears were glistening with hope. have you 
really found LAN ‘er? ” 

“Yes.” He gently wiped the tears from the corner of his wife’s eyes with his fingertips 
and nodded slightly. I really found it. 

Jiang yunzhe immediately broke into a smile and raised his hand to wipe away his 
tears. 

“I found it ... I’ve finally found it. ” She held Shi honghu’s hand agitatedly, her eyes 
shining with joy. 

However. she suddenly thought of something, and the light in her eyes gradually 
dimmed. LAN ‘er must have had. hard time all these years. She must have suffered. lot. 
She ... Are you still willing to acknowledge us?” 

Shi honghou pursed his lips and fell silent. 

He didn’t dare to answer this question. He just caressed his wife’s cheek and said, ” I’ve 
already asked ah Zhen to prepare a family recognition banquet. As long as LAN ‘er 
agrees, we’ll immediately welcome her home. 

“I’ll arrange for a private jet to return to the capital as soon as possible, okay?” 

Jiang yunzhe nodded gently. She held back the tears in her eyes and did not say 
anything. She knew that Shi hongzhe had put in a lot of effort to coax her and 
accompany her to find her daughter all these years. She could not bear to give him 
more pressure. 

The couple decided to return to the capital as soon as possible. 

However, due to the inconvenience of transportation in Africa, it would be a little 
troublesome to arrange for a private jet. He could only let Shi qingyao take care of his 
sister first and start preparing for the family reunion banquet. 

.. 

Clear water Pavilion. 

Her luggage for her trip back to the capital was all packed. Shi qinglan looked at the 
villa, and the beautiful memories of her past life after her rebirth appeared in her mind. 
Her red lips curled into a smile ... 

“You can’t bear to, huh?” 



Bo Yicheng had walked behind the girl, his arms gently wrapped around the girl’s waist 
and hugged her from behind. He placed his chin on her neck and rubbed it. are you still 
leaving? ” 

Shi qinglan turned around and wrapped her arms around the man’s waist. 

His broad shoulders and narrow waist gave her a great sense of security, especially his 
lean waist. She couldn’t help but touch it a few more times. 

“I’m leaving.” The girl retracted her reluctant gaze. 

The journey of life was always long and full of twists and turns. She had already spent 
15 years in Ying city. This city had once given her abuse and nightmares. Now, it was 
finally time to open a new chapter. 

Bo chicheng’s Red lips curled up slightly. He lowered his head and kissed the top of the 
girl’s head. I’ve already ordered people to prepare a villa in the capital. The decoration 
is basically similar to this one, but it’s a little bigger. It’s also called the clear water 
Pavilion. 

The name qinglan waterside Pavilion had been given to her. 

Shi qinglan nodded lightly and did not have any objections. 

However, she suddenly thought of something else and looked up at the man. older 
brother is coming to pick me up in a while, and grandfather is going with him. What 
should I do on the plane? ” 

220 Is there really a wild man in LAN ‘er’s house? 

A dark light flashed through the bottom of thin Night city’s eyes. 

Shi fushang didn’t know about the two of them. Even if he did, he would probably object, 
so he had to hide it for the time being. 

“I will have a way.” The man replied in a deep voice. 

His dark eyes gradually became a little deep, and even gradually became a little 
shrewd, probably planning something. 

.. 

At the same time. 



Their luggage at jinxin villa was also packed and ready to set off for the capital at any 
time. Shi qingan had just finished her work in Ying city and was planning to return home 
with them. 

Yu came over to pick her up. He took Shi qingan’s luggage and smiled brightly. big 
brother an. 

“Hiss.” Shi qingan felt goosebumps all over her body. 

If his assistant’s smile was abnormal, it meant that he had accepted a strange job for 
him or had a request for him. 

Sure enough, Yu leaned closer to her. you should think about Vogue again! You’re 
working with the diva of the music industry, qingyue, and she’s giving you her first print 
shot. The sales for this issue of the magazine will definitely be explosive!” 

Shi qingan gave Yu a sidelong glance. 

For some reason, he felt a little repulsed by qingyue and had a vague feeling that it 
would be a little weird to work with her ... 

“Does she wear a mask when she’s on the cover of a magazine?” 

what’s wrong? ” Shi qingan asked as he threw a piece of gum into his mouth. 

Yu scratched his head awkwardly. I think ... I have to wear it. ” 

Hearing this, Shi qingan rolled his eyes. His clear eyes were filled with obvious disdain 
and contempt. 

“Forget about this matter.” He refused without any hesitation. 

Yu was about to say something else when Shi qingan raised his hand and swore, ” I, 
Shi qingan, will never work with qingyue, even if I have to be criticized by the entire 
internet, quit the industry, or jump off this stage! 

Shi Qingqi was speechless. 

He was walking down the stairs unhurriedly when he heard Shi qingan’s words. His 
hand that was tidying up his suit paused. 

“Are you sure?” Shi qingxuan’s eyelids twitched. from what I know, all the male 
celebrities in the entertainment industry who have met qingyue have fallen for her in the 
end. 

Shi qingan refused to believe it. I’m not that shallow. 



As a person who had high standards for beauty, it was impossible for someone like 
qingyue, who wore a mask and did not reveal her face, to attract him. 

Shi qingxuan nodded slightly. I’ll be waiting. 

Yu moved Shi qingan’s luggage into the car. 

The two brothers were about to go to the clear water Pavilion to pick up their sister 
when Ji Lin helped Shi Fu down the stairs. where are you two brats planning to go, 
abandoning me? ” 

Shi Fu held onto his crutch and forcefully jabbed at the stairs twice. 

Shi qingxuan’s voice was deep and cold. Grandpa, qingan and I will go and pick up LAN 
‘er first. Then, we will come back to pick you up and head to the airport together. 

Hearing this, Shi Fuji blew at his beard and glared at him unhappily. 

He glared at Shi qingxuan. I want to go with you! I have to go and see where my 
precious granddaughter is staying, whether the conditions are good, and whether there 
are any wild men with bad intentions.” 

Shi Qingqi was speechless. 

He pursed his thin lips and fell into silence. 

There was indeed a wild man with bad intentions. 

Although he really wanted Bo Zhicheng to stay away from LAN ‘er and wanted to see 
his legs broken by the Shi family, he was still worried about Shi Fu’s heart disease after 
much consideration. 

Thus, he advised in a deep voice, ” grandfather, let me and qingan go and pick her up. 
Your heart is not good, and you’re easily agitated. 

Shi Fu placed his hands behind his back in annoyance. 

He mumbled, ” agitated? How could I be provoked? Could it be that there’s really a wild 
man in LAN ‘er’s house?” 

How could that be? his precious granddaughter was so obedient. 

 


